Comments of online articles provide extended views and improve user engagement. Automatically making comments thus become a valuable functionality for online forums, intelligent chatbots, etc. This paper proposes the new task of automatic article commenting, and introduces a large-scale Chinese dataset 1 with millions of real comments and a humanannotated subset characterizing the comments' varying quality. Incorporating the human bias of comment quality, we further develop automatic metrics that generalize a broad set of popular reference-based metrics and exhibit greatly improved correlations with human evaluations.
Introduction
Comments of online articles and posts provide extended information and rich personal views, which could attract reader attentions and improve interactions between readers and authors (Park et al., 2016) . In contrast, posts failing to receive comments can easily go unattended and buried. With the prevalence of online posting, automatic article commenting thus becomes a highly desirable tool for online discussion forums and social media platforms to increase user engagement and foster online communities. Besides, commenting on articles is one of the increasingly demanded skills of intelligent chatbot (Shum et al., 2018) to enable in-depth, content-rich conversations with humans.
Article commenting poses new challenges for machines, as it involves multiple cognitive abil- * Work done while Lianhui interned at Tencent AI Labities: understanding the given article, formulating opinions and arguments, and organizing natural language for expression. Compared to summarization (Hovy and Lin, 1998) , a comment does not necessarily cover all salient ideas of the article; instead it is often desirable for a comment to carry additional information not explicitly presented in the articles. Article commenting also differs from making product reviews (Tang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017) , as the latter takes structured data (e.g., product attributes) as input; while the input of article commenting is in plain text format, posing a much larger input space to explore.
In this paper, we propose the new task of automatic article commenting, and release a largescale Chinese corpus with a human-annotated subset for scientific research and evaluation. We further develop a general approach of enhancing popular automatic metrics, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) , to better fit the characteristics of the new task. In recent years, enormous efforts have been made in different contexts that analyze one or more aspects of online comments. For example, Kolhatkar and Taboada (2017) identify constructive news comments; Barker et al. (2016) study human summaries of online comment conversations. The datasets used in these works are typically not directly applicable in the context of article commenting, and are small in scale that is unable to support the unique complexity of the new task.
In contrast, our dataset consists of around 200K news articles and 4.5M human comments along with rich meta data for article categories and user votes of comments. Different from traditional text generation tasks such as machine translation (Brown et al., 1990 ) that has a relatively small set of gold targets, human comments on an article live in much larger space by involving diverse topics and personal views, and critically, are of vary- ing quality in terms of readability, relevance, argument quality, informativeness, etc (Diakopoulos, 2015; Park et al., 2016) . We thus ask human annotators to manually score a subset of over 43K comments based on carefully designed criteria for comment quality. The annotated scores reflect human's cognitive bias of comment quality in the large comment space. Incorporating the scores in a broad set of automatic evaluation metrics, we obtain enhanced metrics that exhibit greatly improved correlations with human evaluations. We demonstrate the use of the introduced dataset and metrics by testing on simple retrieval and seq2seq generation models. We leave more advanced modeling of the article commenting task for future research.
Related Work
There is a surge of interest in natural language generation tasks, such as machine translation (Brown et al., 1990; Bahdanau et al., 2014), dialog (Williams and Young, 2007; Shum et al., 2018 ), text manipulation (Hu et al., 2017) , visual description generation (Vinyals et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2017) , and so forth. Automatic article commenting poses new challenges due to the large input and output spaces and the open-domain nature of comments. Many efforts have been devoted to studying specific attributes of reader comments, such as constructiveness, persuasiveness, and sentiment (Wei et al., 2016; Kolhatkar and Taboada, 2017; Barker et al., 2016) . We introduce the new task of generating comments, and develop a dataset that is orders-of-magnitude larger than previous related corpus. Instead of restricting to one or few specific aspects, we focus on the general comment quality aligned with human judgment, and provide over 27 gold references for each data instance to enable wide-coverage evaluation. Such setting also allows a large output space, and makes the task challenging and valuable for text generation research. Yao et al. (2017) explore defense approaches of spam or malicious reviews. We believe the proposed task and dataset can be potentially useful for the study. Galley et al. (2015) propose ∆BLEU that weights multiple references for conversation generation evaluation. The quality weighted metrics developed in our work can be seen as a generalization of ∆BLEU to many popular reference-based metrics (e.g., METEOR, ROUGE, and CIDEr). Our human survey demonstrates the effectiveness of the generalized metrics in the article commenting task.
Article Commenting Dataset
The dataset is collected from Tencent News (news.qq.com), one of the most popular Chinese websites of news and opinion articles. Table 1 shows an example data instance in the dataset (For readability we also provide the English translation of the example). Each instance has a title and text content of the article, a set of reader comments, and side information (omitted in the example) including the article category assigned by editors, and the number of user upvotes of each comment.
We crawled a large volume of articles posted in Apr-Aug 2017, tokenized all text with the popular python library Jieba, and filtered out short articles with less than 30 words in content and those with less than 20 comments. The resulting corpus is split into train/dev/test sets. The selection and annotation of the test set are described shortly. Table 2 provides the key data statistics. The dataset has a vocabulary size of 1,858,452. The average lengths of the article titles and content are 15 and 554 Chinese words (not characters), respectively. The average comment length is 17 words.
Notably, the dataset contains an enormous volume of tokens, and is orders-of-magnitude larger than previous public data of article comment analysis (Wei et al., 2016; Barker et al., 2016) . Moreover, each article in the dataset has on average over 27 human-written comments. Compared to other popular text generation tasks and datasets (Chen et al., 2015; Wiseman et al., 2017) which typically contain no more than 5 gold references, our dataset enables richer guidance for model training and wider coverage for evaluation, in order to fit the unique large output space of the commenting task. Each article is associated with one of 44 categories, whose distribution is shown in the supplements. The number of upvotes per comment ranges from 3.4 to 5.9 on average. Though the numbers look small, the distribution exhibits a long-tail pattern with popular comments having thousands of upvotes.
Test Set Comment Quality Annotations Real human comments are of varying quality. Selecting high-quality gold reference comments is necessary to encourage high-quality comment generation, and for faithful automatic evaluation, especially with reference-based metrics (sec.4). The upvote count of a comment is shown not to be a satisfactory indicator of its quality (Park et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2016) . We thus curate a subset of data instances for human annotation of comment quality, which is also used for enhancing automatic metrics as in the next section.
Specifically, we randomly select a set of 1,610 articles such that each article has at least 30 comments, each of which contains more than 5 words, and has over 200 upvotes for its comments in total. Manual inspection shows such articles and comments tend to be meaningful and receive lots of readings. We then randomly sample 27 comments for each of the articles, and ask 5 professional annotators to rate the comments. The criteria are adapted from previous journalistic criteria study (Diakopoulos, 2015) and are briefed in Table 1 , right panel (More details are provided in the supplements). Each comment is randomly assigned to two annotators who are presented with the criteria and several examples for each of the quality levels. The inter-annotator agreement measured by the Cohen's κ score (Cohen, 1968) is 0.59, which indicates moderate agreement and is better or comparable to previous human studies in similar context (Lowe et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2016) . The average human score of the test set comments is 3.6 with a standard deviation of 0.6, and 20% of the comments received at least one 5 grade. This shows the overall quality of the test set comments is good, though variations do exist.
Quality Weighted Automatic Metrics
Automatic metrics, especially the reference-based metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , ME-TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), ROUGE (Lin, 2004) , CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) , are widely used in text generation evaluations. These metrics have assumed all references are of equal golden qualities. However, in the task of article commenting, the real human comments as references are of varying quality as shown in the above human annotations. It is thus desirable to go beyond the equality assumption, and account for the different quality scores of the references. This section introduces a series of enhanced metrics generalized from respective existing metrics, for leveraging human biases of reference quality and improving metric correlations with human evaluations.
Let c be a generated comment to evaluate, R = {r j } the set of references, each of which has a quality score s j by human annotators. We assume properly normalized s j ∈ [0, 1]. Due to space limitations, here we only present the enhanced ME-TEOR, and defer the formulations of enhancing BLEU, ROUGE, and CIDEr to the supplements. Specifically, METEOR performs word matching through an alignment between the candidate and references. The weighted METEOR extends the original metric by weighting references with s j :
where F mean,j is a harmonic mean of the precision and recall between c and r j , and BP is the penalty (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) . Note that the new metrics fall back to the respective original metrics by setting s j = 1.
Experiments
We demonstrate the use of the dataset and metrics with simple retrieval and generation models, and show the enhanced metrics consistently improve correlations with human judgment. Note that this paper does not aim to develop solutions for the article commenting task. We leave the advanced modeling for future work. Table 3 : Human correlation of metrics. "Human" is the results from randomly dividing human scores into two groups. All p-value < 0.01.
Setup We briefly present key setup, and defer more details to the supplements. Given an article to comment, the retrieval-based models first find a set of similar articles in the training set by TF-IDF, and return the comments most relevant to the target article with a CNN-based relevance predictor. We use either the article title or full title/content for the article retrieval, and denote the two models with IR-T and IR-TC, respectively. The generation models are based on simple sequence-tosequence network (Sutskever et al., 2014) . The models read articles using an encoder and generate comments using a decoder with or without attentions (Bahdanau et al., 2014) , which are denoted as Seq2seq and Att if only article titles are read. We also set up an attentional sequence-tosequence model that reads full article title/content, and denote with Att-TC. Again, these approaches are mainly for demonstration purpose and for evaluating the metrics, and are far from solving the difficult commenting task. We discard comments with over 50 words and use a truncated vocabulary of size 30K.
Results We follow previous setting (Papineni et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2016; Lowe et al., 2017) to evaluate the metrics, by conducting human evaluations and calculating the correlation between the scores assigned by humans and the metrics. Specifically, for each article in the test set, we obtained six comments, five of which come from IR-T, IR-TC, Seq2seq, Att, and Att-TC, respectively, and one randomly drawn from real comments that are different from the reference comments. The comments were then graded by human annotators following the same procedure of test set scoring (sec.3). Meanwhile, we measure each comment with the vanilla and weighted automatic metrics based on the reference comments. Table 4 shows the Spearman and Pearson coefficients between the comment scores assigned by humans and the metrics. The METEOR family correlates best with human judgments, and the enhanced weighted metrics improve over their vanilla versions in most cases (including BLEU-2/3 as in the supplements). E.g., the Pearson of METEOR is substantially improved from 0.51 to 0.57, and the Spearman of ROUGE L from 0.19 to 0.26. Figure 1 visualizes the human correlation of BLEU-1, METEOR, and W-METEOR, showing that the BLEU-1 scores vary a lot given any fixed human score, appearing to be random noise, while the METEOR family exhibit strong consistency with human scores. Compared to W-METEOR, METEOR deviates from the regression line more frequently, esp. by assigning unexpectedly high scores to comments with low human grades.
Notably, the best automatic metric, W-METEOR, achieves 0.59 Spearman and 0.57 Pearson, which is higher or comparable to automatic metrics in other generation tasks (Lowe et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2017; Agarwal and Lavie, 2008) , indicating a good supplement to human judgment for efficient evaluation and comparison. We use the metrics to evaluate the above models in the supplements.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced the new task and dataset for automatic article commenting, as well as developed quality-weighted automatic metrics that leverage valuable human bias on comment quality. The dataset and the study of metrics establish a testbed for the article commenting task.
We are excited to study solutions for the task in the future, by building advanced deep generative models (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2018) that incorporate effective reading comprehension modules (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Richardson et al., 2013) and rich external knowledge (Angeli et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2016) .
The large dataset is also potentially useful for a variety of other tasks, such as comment ranking (Hsu et al., 2009 ), upvotes prediction (Rizos et al., 2016 , and article headline generation (Banko et al., 2000) . We encourage the use of the dataset in these context. 
A Dataset

A.1 Human Evaluation Criteria
We adapt the previous journalistic criteria study (Diakopoulos, 2015; Park et al., 2016) and setup the following evaluation criteria of comment quality:
• Score 1: The comment is hard to read or even is not a normal, well-formed sentence, such as messy code, meaningless words, or merely punctuation or emoji.
• Score 2: The language is fluent and grammatical, but the topic or argument of the comment is irrelevant to the article. Sometimes the comment relates to advertisement or spam.
• Score 3: The comment is highly readable, and is relevant to the article to some extent. However, the topic of the comment is vague, lacking specific details or clear focus, and can be commonly applied to other articles about different stuffs.
• Score 4: The comment is specifically relevant to the article, expresses meaningful opinions and perspectives. The idea in the comment can be common, not necessarily novel. The language is of high quality.
• Score 5: The comment is informative, rich in content, and expresses novel, interesting, insightful personal views that are attractive to readers, and are highly relevant to the article, or extend the original perspective in the article.
B Enhanced Automatic Metrics
Most previous literatures have used automatic evaluation metrics for evaluating generation performance, especially overlappingbased metrics that determine the quality of a candidate by measuring the token overlapping between the candidate and a set of gold references. The widely-used ones of such evaluation metrics include BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) , ROUGE (Lin, 2004 ), CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015 , and so forth. These metrics have assumed that all references are with equal golden qualities. However, in our context, the references (collected reader comments) are of different qualities according to the above human annotation (see the dataset section). It is thus desirable to go beyond the oversimplified assumption of equality, and take into account the different quality scores of the references. This section introduces a series of enhanced metrics generalized from the respective existing metrics for our specific scenario. Suppose c is the output comment from a method, R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r K } is a set of K reference comments, each of which has a score s j rated by human annotators indicating the quality of the reference comment. We assume each s j is properly normalized so that s j ∈ [0, 1]. In the rest of the section, we describe the definitions of our enhanced metrics with weights s j . Each of the new metrics falls back to the respective original metric by setting s j = 1.
B.1 Weighted BLEU
Similarly to BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , our weighted BLEU is based on a modified precision of n-grams in c with respect to R as follows:
where N is the maximal length of grams considered; BP is a penalty discouraging short generations. Here we omit the definition of BP due to the space limitations and refer readers to (Papineni et al., 2002) . Besides, P RCn in Eq.(B.1) is the weighted precision of all n-grams in c regarding to R, which is defined as follows:
where Count(ωn, c) denotes the number of times an n-gram ωn occurring in c. Note that each Count(ωn, r j ) is weighted by the score s j of reference r j . By weighting with s j , overlapping with an n-gram of reference r j yields a contribution proportional to the respective reference score.
B.2 Weighted METEOR
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) explicitly performs word matching through an one-to-one alignment between the candidate and reference. Similar to METEOR, weighted METEOR requires both precision and recall based on the alignment: the precision is defined as the ratio between the number of aligned words and the total number of words in c, and the recall is defined as the ratio between the number of aligned words and the total of words in r j . The weighted METEOR is obtained by weighting reference with s j as:
where Fmean,j is a harmonic mean of the precision and recall between c and r j , and BP is the penalty as defined in original METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) .
B.3 Weighted ROUGE
Unlike BLEU, ROUGE biases to recall rather than precision. ROUGE has different implementations, and we use ROUGE-L in our experiments following (Liu et al., 2016) . Weighted ROUGE-L is based on the longest common subsequence (LCS) between candidate c and reference set R:
where β is a predefined constant, and P RC and REC are weighted precision and recall, respectively, defined as:
Here LCS is the longest common subsequence over a pair of sequences; | ∪j s j Aj| denotes the length of the union of multiple sets {Aj} (Lin, 2004) where each set Aj is weighted by s j . By associating weight s j to the tokens in LCS(c, r j ), each token contributes proportional to the respective weight when computing the length of union LCS.
B.4 Weighted CIDEr
CIDEr is a consensus-based evaluation metric that is originally used in image description tasks. The weighted CIDEr is defined by weighting each reference rj with s j as follows:
where βn is typically set to 1/N with N the highest order of grams; g n (c) denotes the TF-IDF vector of the n-grams in c. Note that cosine similarity with respect to each rj is weighted by sj.
Note that though the above metrics are defined for one comment at sentence level, they can be straightforwardly extended to many comments at the corpus level by aggregating respective statistics as with the original un-weighted metrics (Papineni et al., 2002; Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) .
C Experiment C.1 Setup
Following the standard preprocessing steps (Britz et al., 2017) , we truncated all comments to have maximal length of 50 words, kept 30K most frequent words in the vocabulary, and replaced infrequent ones with a special <unk> token. The models were then trained on the pre-processed (article, comment) pairs. Note that an article can appear in multiple training pairs (We also tried randomly sampling only one comment for each title as training data, but obtained inferior model performance). Key hyperparameters were tuned on the development set. In particular, all Seq2seq models have hidden size of 256, and were trained with Adam stochastic gradient descent (Kingma and Ba, 2014) .
The basic idea of retrieval models is to find a comment c from the training data that best matches the content of article x according to a relevance model. Our retrieval models involve two stages: (1) Retrieve a set of candidate articles for x under some similarity metrics; (2) Set the candidate comments as the union of all comments from each retrieved article and return the best comment c according to a relevance model between x and a candidate comment. In the first stage, we employ the TF-IDF vector to retrieve a set of candidate articles according to the following metric:
where g(x) is the TF-IDF weighted vector regarding to all uni-gram in x (Salton et al., 1974) . Suppose one retrieves a set of candidate articles Y = y j | j ∈ {1, . . . , |Y|} for x according to Eq.(C.1), and the union of comments with respect to Y is denoted by C = c j | j ∈ {1, . . . , |C|} . In the second stage, to find the best comment in C, we use a convolutional network (CNN) that takes the article x and a comment c ∈ C as inputs, and outputs a relevance score:
where conv(x, c; θ) denotes the CNN output value (i.e., the relevance score). Eq.(C.2) involves parameter θ which needs to be trained. The positive instances for training θ are the (article, comment) pairs in the training set of the proposed data. As negative instances are not directly available, we use the negative sampling technique (Mikolov et al., 2013) Table 4 : Correlation between metrics and human judgments on comments. "Human" represents the results from randomly dividing human judgments into two groups. All values are with p-value < 0.01. Table 4 also shows consistent improvement of the weight-enhanced metrics over their vanilla versions. For instance, our proposed weighted metrics substantially improve the Pearson correlation of METEOR from 0.51 to 0.57, and the Spearman correlation of ROUGE L from 0.19 to 0.26. Table 5 presents two representative examples where METEOR and BLEU-1 gave significantly different scores. Note that for inter-metric comparison of the scores, we have normalized all metrics to have the same mean and variance with the human scores. In the first case, the comment has rich content. Both the human annotators and METEOR graded the comment highly. However, BLEU-1 gave a low score because the comment is long and led to a low precision. The second example illustrates a converse case. Table 6 provides examples of (W-)METEOR scores. The comments, though relevant to the articles as they refer to the keywords (i.e., actress name "Baby" and the injured "three guys"), do not contain much meaningful information. However, the vanilla METEOR metric assigns high scores because the comments overlap well with one of the gold references. W-METEOR alleviates the issue as it additionally weights the references with their human grades, and successfully downplays the effect of matching with low-quality references. We see that compared to the vanilla METEOR scores, the W-METEOR scores get closer to human judgments. The results strongly validate our intuition that differentiating the qualities of gold references and emphasizing on high-quality ones bring about great benefits. Table 7 : Model performance under automatic metrics and human judgments. Table 7 compares the models with various metrics. We see that IR-TC performs best under most metrics, while all methods receive human scores lower than 3.0. It is thus highly desirable to develop advanced modeling approaches to tackle the challenges in automatic article commenting.
C.3 Results
D Example instance of the proposed dataset
Examples are provided in Tables 8 and 9 .
